
Technical Services Committee Meeting Notes 
October 17, 2019 

9:30 AM at Montville Library 
 

Attendees 

Marcia Lubansky BER Adele Barre MAIN 

Carol Franc BER Jeanne Mauriello MAIN 

Jean Simone BER Trevor Diamond MAIN 

Margaret Assante BUT Vidya Manohar MCL 

Terry Ferri CHS Jim Collins MMT 

Kathleen Schneider DEN Walter Clark MON 

Gabriela Luna DOV Janina Bartman MON 

Deb DiStasio EHAN Carol Bernero MTO 

Donna Costello EHAN Rita Gerro MTO 

Amber Sowinski FLO Christine Mann PEQ 

Donna Nafie FLO Kathryn Dale PEQ 

Gina Nardella JEF Bill Harrison PT 

Anthony Punch JEF Aneela Tahir RIV 

Jill Iannino KIN Linda Vogel RIV 

Andrea Driesse LPK Denise Roberts ROX 

Lyn Sisco LPK Alexis Sweeney ROX 

Ronnie Kemp MAD Jessica Stauffer WAS 

Ursula Infantino MAD Amy Puskas WIP 

Melanie Edwards MAD Marjorie Berkenkamp WIP 
 
Scribe volunteer – Donna Nafie 
 
New “Update” Form – Jeanne Mauriello 

 To provide a mechanism to facilitate the batching of bib record updates on a daily basis, MAIN 
Cataloging is developing a bib record modification form to be used by the libraries when requesting 
corrections or updates to existing bib records. The prototype for the form was demonstrated and 
possible improvements discussed. It was requested that any further feedback be sent to Jeanne 
(Jeanne.Mauriello@mainlib.org). 

 Jeanne asked libraries to request updates whenever encountering records that are not complete, 
have errors, or are duplicates. Until the new form is implemented, you can send known details 
(existing bib control number, ISBN/UPC, page number, publisher, author, illustrator, place of 
publication, etc.) to catalogingrequests@mainlib.org. 

 One type of duplicate record occurs when a paperback rebound book such as Pawprints, 
FollettBound, Turtleback, or Penworthy are requested as separate records. Use the ISBN on the title 
page verso to search for a potential record you can use before sending in a new bib request. If you 
find a bib record, then send the ISBN (PawPrints), etc. from your item in hand to Jeanne. She will 
add your ISBN to the bib record in the database. 

 
Technical Services Reminders – Marcia Lubansky 

 Please remember to enter the number of pages in your new record requests. 
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 In order for holds to be filled with the correct medium, it is important that you select the correct bib 
record for your DVD, Blu-Ray, and combo materials. For example, if you are splitting a combo pack 
to circulate separately as a DVD and a Blu-Ray, but there is no Blu-Ray bib record, request a Blu-ray 
only bib record. If you get the duplicate error when scanning the UPC in the request form, check off 
the no UPC box and provide the UPC information and other details in the notes field. 

 Disc information entered in the volume field should be limited to TV series and Teaching Company 
items. It is imperative that you use the precise format outlined in the Technical Services Committee 
DVDs/Blu-rays Volume Standard. 

 Always check movies by title not just the UPC. You can link to an existing record (even if the UPC 
does not match) if it is the same content and the same year. You can ignore special features 
differences unless there is a different number of discs. Then, a new record should be requested. 

 When linking to a Bib record with Type of Material = Blu-Ray, always use Material Type = Blu-Ray 
in the item record, even if the item is a combo pack. There are many inconsistencies in the database. 
You can find your inconsistencies using an item search by setting filters on Type of Material (bib 
record) and Material Type (item record) and then searching by Assigned Branch. See example below. 

  

 
 

 
 
 

http://staff.mainlib.org/files/ils-support/polaris-tech-tips/tt-polaris-volume-field-for-dvds.pdf
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 Do not request a new record when a serial record exists for the title. Particularly, you should search 
the catalog by title for items sent through Continuation Services. Do send the new ISBN to 
Cataloging so the bib can be updated. The current new record form has a check box to indicate a 
serial item so Jeanne knows to just update the existing record with the new ISBN. Many of the travel 
guides, test preparation, and Nolo books are serial records. 

 Remember to regularly check your items records for barcode mistakes. Search “978*” and 
“010xx*010xx” to reveal items that fall into two common mistake categories. There are Tech Tips for 
these and other checks on the MAIN Staff website. 

 
ILS Updates – Trevor Diamond 

 Polaris 6.3 features were described.  
o The ability to create bulk change templates. It is important to note that any templates 

created now will not be carried over during the migration. 
o Deleted Record Sets now have an option of undelete. 
o Almost Overdue and Hold notices now include the call number for the items. 
o The “out” list on the patron record now uses the “librarian’s sort” (no leading a, an, the). 
o The column settings in the “Find Item” function can be modified with respect to what 

information is included and the order of the columns. These settings can be saved by user 
login (not workstation).  

 NYT Bestsellers Fiction and Nonfiction links were added to the PAC that link the patron to the bib 
records in the PAC allowing for the patron to easily place holds. A NYT carousel was also added 
below the Newly-Added Books and Videos carousels.  

 Training is available. Look for the monthly email announcing the current schedule. 
 
Internal Migration – Trevor Diamond 

 Record sets were created for each library containing item records that have the potential to have 
incorrect parameters. It is best to review these and correct before the migration. At the time of the 
migration, any items that don’t map successfully will be placed in the ILL collection. 

  The system is expected to be down for the migration from December 30th to January 2nd. 

 cloudLibrary will be available during the outage by keeping access to the “old” server available until 
we are up on the “new” server. 

 There will be a practice run of using LEAP offline in production for one hour on October 29th.  

 Details on migration considerations and prep work will be covered at the next Technical Services 
meeting. 

Next meeting November 13, 2019 at 9:30 AM in the Bernards Township Library 

https://staff.mainlib.org/polaris-tech-tips/

